
GROUPS
LEADER
SURVIVAL GUIDE

"And now, just as you accepted Christ Jesus as your Lord, 
you must continue to follow Him. Let your roots grow down into Him, 

and let your lives be built on Him. Then your faith will grow strong 
in the truth you were taught, and you will overflow with thankfulness."

-Colossians 2:6-7



GROUP LEADERS SHOULD. . .
...have previously participated in a Great
Lakes Church group.
 

... commit to living out the 5 G's: grace,
groups, growth, gifts, and generosity.
 

...have good social skills and not be too
weird.  

THE 5  G'S

WE ASK YOU NOT TO 
LEAD A GROUP IF . . .

... you don't agree with some of the core
Bible teachings at Great Lakes Church.

...you are not a follower of Jesus. 

...you have little or no desire to mature as
a follower of Jesus.

3 TYPES OF GROUPS

The PRIMARY PURPOSE of  a  growing
group is  to  grow by  d iscuss ing  the  weekly
ta lk ,  do ing  a  B ib le  s tudy ,  or  focus ing  on a
spec i f i c  top ic  ( ie :  money ,  marr iage ,
parent ing ,  e tc . ) .

GROWING GROUP

These groups  are  most ly  about  fun!
Whether  i t ' s  bowl ing ,  work ing  out ,
f i sh ing ,  craf t ing ,  or  go ing  to  movies  -
these  groups  are  a  great  p lace  to  get  to
know people  and never  have  any
homework !

ACTIVITY GROUP

We are  FOR our  communit ies !  A  serv ing
group a l lows us  to  show God's  love  by
help ing  people  here ,  near ,  and far .

SERVING GROUP

Grace is the free and unearned favor of
God that we receive into our life when
we decide to follow Jesus. It's vital that
we lead from a place of grace and never
lose sight of our ongoing need for it.

G RACE

One of our core values at Great Lakes
Church is that we would grow and not
maintain. Group leaders should own
their faith and be intentional about
personal spiritual development. 

G ROWTH

G
It's important to know both your
strengths and non-strengths as a Group
Leader.

IFTS

Leaders intentionally seek out
community in both large group (weekly
services) and small group settings.
Godly community fuels our faith and
promotes spiritual maturity.     

G ROUPS

G
Leaders understand that everything
comes from God and they choose to
invest time, energy, talents, and
resources back into God's Kingdom.

ENEROSITY
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WHAT DO GROUP LEADERS DO?

Respond to new signups within 48 hours. You'll find an intro email template you can
use on page 13.

If a new group member doesn't respond to your initial email within 48 hours, please
follow up with a phone call. 
It's helpful to the group if you provide a "Group Overview" sheet on the first night.
You'll find a group overview template on page 14.
Throughout group season, please communicate with your group on a weekly basis
(preferably 2-3 days before) by sending out a reminder email or text message.  
Weekly emails should include key information (ie: date, time, place, contact
information, and most importantly... who's bringing the snacks!?)
Pro tip: Always ask your group members to respond once they've received your
email or text. This way, you know that they know!
If someone doesn't show for two weeks in a row, call or text to check in on them.
Whenever you're sending out emails, be sure to BCC other members to protect
peoples privacy. If you're using the Planning Center email system, a BCC will
automatically be applied to all outgoing contact. 

COMMUNICATE

Challenge, encourage, and celebrate group members that are taking steps forward. 
Be intentional about creating an environment that makes it easy for people to
connect and share with one another.
Stay engaged with what's going on outside of the weekly group meetings. You may
find that someone in your group has a need for care. Some needs are filled with joy
and excitement (ie: birth of a baby or a new job). Other needs require a tender
response (ie: loss of a loved one or unexpected surgery). 

Pray specifically for the need at hand
Bring a card to the group and have everyone sign it
Offer to set up a meal train for group members to sign up and bring meals

Rather than saying "let me know if you need anything" try offering practical help (ie:
watching someone's kids for a couple of hours so they can rest, running by the
store to pick something up, or attending the funeral, baby shower, etc.)

Here are a few ways you can do that: 
 

CARE
Throughout your group season, the term care can take on many forms. Below are a
few examples of what care looks like:

"The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken place."
-George Bernard Shaw
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HOW TO HAVE A SUCCESSFUL GROUP

As a group leader, one of the most powerful things you can do is find people that you
want to do life with. Our goal at Great Lakes Church is to have a minimum of 6 people
signed up per group. This includes you and any co-leaders you might have. 

BUILD YOUR GROUP

Friends
Family
Volunteer that you serve with
The new person you just met
Neighbors 

It's our aim that groups would be
filled by those who call Great Lakes
Church home, but this is not a
prerequisite to join a group. So yes,
you can invite people to group even
if they don't attend our church.

WHO CAN I INVITE?

A personal ask works best! 

Send a text message with a link
to the online catalog and say
"Hey, I'm leading (insert group
name here) and would love for
you to join us."

Send an encouraging card via
snail mail and invite them to
join your group this season.

HOW CAN I INVITE THEM?

We publish both a printed and digital version of the groups catalog. 
We promote groups from the stage during the weeks leading up to launch. 
We provide email templates, communication tips, and facilitating
suggestions to help your group run smooth. 
We send weekly emails to you (the leader) ensuring you have everything.
We have a Facebook page for group leaders (it's called "GLC Group
Leaders"). We use this page to discuss, inform, and equip leaders
throughout the season.
Once group season starts, we have Group Support for all our leaders. Group
Support is comprised of a team of seasoned veterans that can help trouble
shoot any issues that you're having within the group. 

HOW GREAT LAKES CHURCH HELPS
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GROUP PREP & ADMINISTRATION

At Great Lakes Church we always want to communicate two things: 

1) We want you here            2) We're ready for you

WE'RE GROUPED UP! NOW WHAT?

Write a group overview and go
over it with everyone at the first
group (template on page 14). 

Talk to your co-leader about a
few things:

The overview
Who's sending out email
reminders
Who's bringing snacks
Any loose ends that need to be
tied up before groups begin.

Respond to signups individually
within 48 hours (template on
page 13).  

Any signups who haven't
responded to your email, give
them a call or send them a text.

Two days before your first group
meeting, send out a reminder
email (time, location, etc.).
Pro tip: Give people a landmark or
description of what they can be
looking out for. For example, "It's
the 3rd house on the left with a red
door and a 2 car garage." 
 
Putting out a Great Lakes Church
logo sign is even better!

BEFORE GROUP BEGINS

Learn names quickly

Send weekly reminders

Record attendance via the link
that will be provided to you
through Group Support

If someone doesn't show up to
group, reach out to them and
let them know they were
missed.  

 

AFTER GROUPS BEGIN

Give opportunities for others to
participate (ie: bringing snacks,
opening in prayer, or hosting an
outside get together).

Provide a welcoming place.

Keep the energy up and don't let
negativity or bad attitudes fester.

Don't cancel. 
 

TIPS FOR GOOD GROUPS
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"Keep on loving each other as brothers and sisters. 
Don’t forget to show hospitality to strangers..."  -Hebrews 13:2

Seating: Make sure you have enough seating for all of your guests. 

Clean: Eliminate clutter (piles of mail, dishes in sink, etc.), wipe things down,
and get things smelling good!   

Music: Avoid awkward silence by having some music playing in the background.

Outside: Turn on any lights on the front of your house (ie: porch). Make sure
both the sidewalk and the driveway have been cleared of snow.

Inside: Your space should be well lit and the blinds should be opened.

Pets: Please put pets either outside or in another area of the house while
group is happening. Lots of people have pet allergies or are afraid of pets. 

Cell Phones: Put your phone on silent while the group is meeting. 

Food: Everyone should share responsibility for snacks and/or desserts, but
please take care of the first week.

Childcare: If you are not offering childcare then please make sure you've
arranged for your children to either be in a separate room or head to a friends. 

Yard sign: We have free Great Lakes Church yard signs. Prior to your group
beginning, make sure this sign is in a place that is visible from the road.

Open door: Is your door unlocked?

BE READY BEFOREHAND!

PREPARATION ON THE DAY OF GROUP
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FACILITATION

"Show hospitality to one another without grumbling."  -1 Peter 4:9

REMAIN AWARE & LEAD SMART

Begin and end on time every time: Time is precious and we want to honor both
the groups commitment to meet and their commitment to other things. 

Open and close with prayer: By opening and closing in prayer - you set the tone
for the group and ask God to prepare hearts (example on page 7).

Know who people are: Use name tags or plan a name game so people can learn.

Pull people in: Whether it's through snack sign-up or asking someone else to
open in prayer (only ask ahead of time and never put anyone on the spot), involve
everyone and make sure that everyone feels heard.

Listen: Be a good listener and provide support, not quick fixes. There is no
microwave when it comes to life and some things take time. As a group leader,
your job isn't to fix people or situations, but rather to support people.

Be a facilitator and not a lecturer: As a group leader provide people space to
converse about the weekly talk or other topics. Your job is to ask questions and
help lead the group along.

Don't tolerate gossip: Do not tolerate gossip about people, other churches,
family, new members, old members, or anyone in between. 

30/70: This is less of a rule and more of a guideline but try to only talk 30% of the
time and let the other 70% be filled by group members.

Be sensitive to the Holy Spirit leading: This tags right into the 30/70 rule but be
sensitive to how the conversation flows. If the conversation veers off topic, but is
still focused on growing in faith - that is okay!

 

 

TIPS ON FACILITATING A GOOD GROUP
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COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Example: Father, we love you and thank you for bringing us all here. We pray for
those who came here with any anxiety, hurt, worry, or fear that they would find
hope and healing tonight. God meet us in this space and do a work in our hearts.
Amen.

General Prayer: This type of prayer works great if you're running low on time or if
it's a brand new group. 

Example: Father, we thank you for bringing all of us together so we can learn more
about You. I specifically lift up (insert prayer requests) to You and ask that You
move on our behalf. Thank you for who You are, all You've done, and all You
continue to do. Amen. 

Bucket Prayer: Ask people to write down their prayer requests and put it in a
bucket or a bowl. As they leave, grab a prayer request and pray for that person
during the week.

Prayer List: Identify someone who is willing to take down prayer requests at the
end of the group meeting and communicate them with the group each week.

A moment of silence: Encourage the group to take a moment, reflect, and listen
to what God might be speaking into their heart.

Regardless of how you choose to pray together, be sensitive to the kind of group you
are leading or hosting. Keep in mind that your group needs to be safe no matter
where each person is in their walk with God. 

Opening in prayer: During the first few weeks, leaders and hosts should be the
people to pray for the group. A brief two-sentence prayer is a great way to start. If
you'd like to ask other's to open in prayer then be sure to do so ahead of time. If they
are not comfortable, you don't want to put them on the spot in front of others.
 

Closing in prayer: Prior to closing in prayer, ask if there are any specific prayer
requests. Once you have these requests, here are a few ways you can handle closing.
 

 

HOW SHOULD WE PRAY?
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COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS

The Expert: This is your typical know-it-all and someone who has a voice for every
answer. The best way to handle this type of personality is to have a one-on-one, in-
person, conversation with them. 

An example of what you might say is, "Hey Eddie, I am so glad you are a part
of our group and it's clear that God is doing an amazing work in your life. I
want to make sure everyone in our group has the space to grow and I was
wondering if you could help by being intentional to give other people the chance
to speak up and contribute to the conversation."

Debbie Downer: This personality type always has something negative to say and
their draining commentary never presents a solution. It's important that this
personality type is addressed immediately, otherwise the energy of the group can
suffer. The best way to deal with a Debbie Downer is to find common ground!

An example of what you might say is, "Hey Debbie, I totally understand how
you can feel that way and how discouraging (current situation) can be. Can we
agree on the thought that everyone is doing the best they can?"

The storyteller, "ME" monster, or dominant talker all have one thing in
common... They don't stop talking and there are a few ways you can handle this.

We suggest being proactive by implementing a guideline where you
encourage people before discussion, "Whenever you have something to say,
say it, and then wait for 2 more people to speak before you speak again. This
way no one feels overpowered." 

If this problem is happening frequently throughout your group then talk to
the person, one on one. An example of what you might say is, "Hey Timmy, I
am so glad you are part of our group and I love how willing you are to speak up.
I want to make sure other people have the room to speak and a space to
process. I was hoping you'd be willing to be intentional about letting two other
people speak after you've said something. This way, everyone has a chance to
speak up." 

As Montgomery Gentry said, "there's one in every crowd" and part of your role as a
leader is to know how to handle them with grace. Here are difficult personalities:

 

 

WHAT IF OUR GROUP HAS A DIFFICULT PERSONALITY?
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COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS

Your group should be a safe place for non-believers to explore and experience
genuine community. We encourage to you be conscious of the way you word things
and explain them as simply as you can. 

WHAT IF I  HAVE A NON-CHRISTIAN IN MY GROUP?

When the group gets off topic, gently steer the conversation back to the center. The
best way to do this is just to say, "Alright, we are getting a little off topic. Let's steer this
ship back to the center (repeat the question that you last asked)."

WHAT IF THE GROUP GETS OFF TOPIC

Do we believe drinking alcohol is a sin? No. Do we believe that some people need to
steer clear from groups that have it? Yes! If your group allows alcohol, it should be
communicated to group members before the first session.  

CAN WE HAVE ALCOHOL AT OUR GROUP?

The best way to handle gossip is to shut it down immediately. Whether it's about a
person or another church - we don't want it lingering in our spaces. The best way to
shut down gossip is by saying "Hey, I hate to be that one person but let's change the
topic. Since we only know what we know, we need to not get caught up in it." 

HOW DO I HANDLE GOSSIP?

The Bible doesn’t specify where or how often we should receive communion.  As a rule
of thumb, we encourage people to receive communion anytime it will be memorable. 
Groups are a great place to celebrate communion. 

CAN WE DO COMMUNION AS A GROUP?

Every week we will provide questions that are based off the current teaching series. 
 To access these questions, go to greatlakeschurch.com and click on "current series"
(on the bottom left of the home page).   

DO I HAVE TO WRITE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS?
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LEADING COMMUNION

Pass around the platter or basket so that each group member can take a piece of
bread. Depending on whether you use one large glass or several small ones, group
members can either dip the bread into the cup or have their own small cup. Once the
“elements” have been passed out, you can read from 1 Corinthians 11:23b-25 (NIV):

 "The Lord Jesus, on the night he was betrayed, took bread, and when he had given thanks,
he broke it and said, "This is my body, which is for you; do this in remembrance of me." In
the same way, after supper he took the cup, saying, "This cup is the new covenant in my
blood; do this, whenever you drink it, in remembrance of me." (1 Corinthians 11: 23b–25)

At this point before anyone has taken communion, allow for an opportunity for
reflection. You could say: “We are not supposed to take communion if we are
harboring bitterness in our hearts. Let’s take a few moments to allow the Holy Spirit to
search our hearts and show us if we are holding grudges. If you are, ask God to help
you forgive and let go.”  Then allow a few moments of silence. 

Once a few moments have passed, ask everyone to join you in eating the bread and
drinking the wine or juice together. Then close in prayer with your own words or
something like this: 

“Father, thank you for your sacrifice. Thank you for what you did on the cross to allow us
to have a relationship with you. Thank you for your grace and forgiveness and help us to
honor you with our everyday lives. Amen.”

If you have questions about communion, or anything else, feel free to contact us at
groups@greatlakeschurch.com 

WHAT TO DO

Bread- You can use crackers or small pieces from a loaf of bread 
Wine- You can use grape juice, sparkling cider, or actual wine
Basket or platter 
A large glass or several small cups
Bible

WHAT YOU'LL NEED
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SAMPLE GROUP ACTIVITIES

Start by saying your name and asking a question such as, “Which do you prefer,
Coke or Pepsi?” When everyone has answered your question it is the next person’s
turn to say their name and come up with their own question.  Some good “This or
That” questions can be…Bears or Packers, Cubs or Brewers, Cake or pie, Chocolate
or vanilla

THIS OR THAT

Everyone in the group starts with 5 small objects in their hand.  The first person
starts by saying something TRUTHFUL that they have NEVER done, but think other
people in the group HAVE done (i.e. I’ve never travelled outside the USA, I’ve never
been skydiving, etc.).  Everyone who HAS done the named action, has to put one of
their objects in a bowl in the middle. Then it is the next person’s turn.  The object is
to be the last person with objects in your hand.

NEVER HAVE I  EVER

Prior to group, take 20 note cards and write the name of one famous person or
cartoon character on each card.  When it is time for the group activity, pass out the
note cards and instruct everyone NOT to look at them.  The only people who can
see what’s written on your card are everyone else in the group.  You have to go
around asking the other group members yes or no questions to try and guess what
character is written on your card.

WHO AM I?

Give everyone in the group a notecard, pen, and 30 seconds to write down a
question on the notecard.  (i.e. What is your favorite vacation spot?  What is your
favorite restaurant?  What is your favorite thing to do when you have an hour to
kill?)  When you say go, Group members have to go find someone and introduce
themselves (if they don’t already know each other) and ask them the question that’s
written on the card.  However, when they’ve asked their question and answered the
other person’s question, they have to switch cards and go find someone new. 
Depending on the Group size, give them anywhere from 3-5 minutes to complete
the task.

MIX IT UP
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GROUP TIMELINE
5 Second Rule
Apples to Apples
Catch Phrase
Cranium
Head's Up! (Download App)
Reverse Charades 
The Game of Things

Cheese and crackers
Baked goods
Finger foods
Fruit
Chips & dip
Vegetables & hummus
Popcorn

Tea
Coffee (decaf if groups at night)
Water
Soda or seltzer
Beer and wine (as long as it's
communicated to group members)

GROUP GAME IDEAS:

Get t ing  se t t led  &
s imple  chat te r

10 MINUTES

Clar i fy  Group 
Expecta t ions

05 MINUTES

Group ac t iv i ty  so
peop le  ge t  to  know

each o ther

15 MINUTES

Study or  ac t iv i ty

50 MINUTES

Close in  p rayer

05 MINUTES

Group bus iness  or
any th ing  coming up

05 MINUTES

SNACK IDEAS

DRINK IDEAS
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EMAIL TEMPLATES

Hey (first name)

Thanks so much for joining (your group title). If for some reason you’re receiving this
email by accident, please let me know. However, if this is the Group you intended to
join, then let me officially say, “Welcome!” I’m excited to get to know everyone! 

Here are a few details for our group: 
When: Mondays from 7-8:30pm
Where: My house (1234 53rd Street, Anywhere, WI 53144)

If you are not able to make it or need to drop out of the group, please let me know
ahead of time. That way we can make the adjustments to allow others to sign up for
the group! 

I will be the main contact for the Group, but if you need to contact me or the other co-
leaders, our information is provided below:

Lucy the Leader, lucylu@gmail.com, 262-123-1234
Cindy the Co-leader, coco@gmail.com, 262-987-6542

Hit me back with a "got it!" so that I know you received my email. Also, if you have any
questions feel free to send them my way!  

Thanks
Lucy the Leader
262-123-1234

INTRO EMAIL TEMPLATE

Hey Guys,

I hope you’re having a great week! We’ve got group coming up and I just wanted to
send a reminder with all the details.  We will be discussing this past weeks talk and
looking at various Bible verses that help us in confronting everyday struggles.

When: Tuesday from 7-9p
Where: My house (1234 60th Street, Anywhere, WI 53144)
Snack Duty: Snacky Sarah and Pop Phil

As always, hit me back with a “got it” and let me know if you’ll be there this week!
Thanks
Lucy the Leader
262-123-1234

WEEKLY EMAIL TEMPLATE
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[Group Title]
When:  Mondays from 7-8:30pm
Where: Lucy the Leaders house (1234 60th Street, Anywhere, WI 53144)
Leader: Lucy the Leaders, lucylu@gmail.com, 262-123-1234
Co-Leader: Co-leader’s name, email, & phone

Purpose:
To connect, help each other take steps forward in our spiritual journey, & have fun
doing life together.

WHAT’S NEEDED FOR A SUCCESSFUL GROUP

Participate
While we have a lot to share, we definitely do not have all of the answers. We hope
you’ll all participate in the discussion and participate by signing up to bring something
to share in the weeks to come.

Filter what you say at group
This group will not be the place to talk negatively about others. We want to be people
who build one another up and encourage each other. For all our sakes, gossip will
absolutely not be tolerated. Please help us keep private matters private.

Filter what you say at home
Just like Vegas… what happens at Group, stays at Group!  From time to time, there
may be some private issues that arise and we want people to know that what is said at
this Group is confidential and will not travel outside.

Dates we're not meeting
We hope you don't have to cancel any group nights but if you do, please let everyone
know at the start of groups season. Also, if you plan to continue meeting after the
season has ended, note it here as well. 

GROUP OVERVIEW TEMPLATE

PLEASE PLAN TO REVIEW THE GROUP OVERVIEW ON
THE VERY FIRST NIGHT OF GROUP. THIS WAY

EVERYONE IS ON THE SAME PAGE.


